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We need to take advantage of the bonus incentive per system that is currently in effect. Right now when you purchase 
RaPower3 renewable energy solar system, you, personally will qualify for a $2,000 bonus. Congress will award you tax 
credits & incentives for fostering the development of this solar energy, and RaPower3 will pay this bonus to do such. 

This bonus program also triggers a $1 ,000 bonus per unit to your sponsor, which is the Meadowbrook Endowment. With 
the various purchase options available, you can purchase today the number of systems you would need to offset your 
federal income tax bill for 2012, the next 4 years, and also get back last year's taxes by purchasing units at the 10% down 
program . By paying a 10% enrollment fee on the total number of systems you would need to offset you tax liability and 
then each year when you get your tax refund back, you use a portion of that money to pay the full down payment for the 
units you need for that year and keep the rest. 

The typical $5,000 a year in Federal income tax payer could make well over $180,000 in net dollars with RaPower3. If 
you go back one year on your taxes plus this year and forward four years, you can offset the $3 OK in taxes you would 
normally pay over that period. So instead, you buy 21 systems and net well over a $180K. THIS IS ABSOLUTELY 
AMAZING AND YOU HAVE THE BACKING OF THE UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT. HMMMM, let's see, do 
I pay the IRS $30,000 or take $180K in net profit from RaPower3 . (This includes the $42K in bonus monies.) 

To date Meadowbrook has the potential to receive $450,000 of bonus money for the tmits already sold. The bonus is paid 
~hen the fufl down payrrient $1050/system is received & the company receives $2 Billion in gross revenue from the solar, 
biomass & battery divisions. -

Meadowbrook Park has sold 450 systems to date. Meadowbrook's up front commissions are $4,725 and eventually total 
over $47,250. 

Currently, Meadowbrook's benefactors (Friends who have purchased units under the Meadowbrook Sponsorship) qualify 
for $2,000 in bonus money for each system purchased while Meadowbrook will get a grand total over $500,000 in bonus 
and commissions. 

Meadowbrook's benefactors will also receive residual income per unit over the next 35 years (the useful life of the 
equipment). The typical $5,000/year taxpayer who fully participates in the program would receive $139,500 in residual 
income. Meadowbrook will receive an additional $4,000 of revenue/year for every 1,000 systems enrolled over the next 
35 years. 

Already, in round numbers, Meadowbrook's benefactors will make a net return of$1,250,000 by redirecting their federal 
income taxes to purchase 450 ($472,500) systems over the next 35 years as well as qualifying for $900,000 in bonus 
money. Meadowbrook would receive over $560,000 for the endowment fund. That's more than $2.7Mill ion in benefits; 
and these people do not pay approximately $630,000 in federal income tax. 

NOW, WHERE ELSE CAN YOU MAKE TillS KIND OF MONEY? 
Study the details at the RaPower3 web site: http://www.rapower3 .com. All the contracts and agreements are available in 
downloadable pdf format under the Purchase/Join Link: http://www.rapower3 .com/purchase join.shtml. When you are 
ready to enroll, click the "NEXT" button and use MEADOWBROOKP ARK (all one word) as your sponsor when 
asked. 
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